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Discover the new collection
and refresh your home for this
season with designer pieces.

INDOOR 2021

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Your home should be a temple of rest and relaxation. This collection transports us to summer’s
most desirable destinations, where you can enjoy
lazy afternoons, good times around the dinner
table and that magical sea breeze. We’ve aimed
to conjure the essence of the Mediterranean in
each of the pieces through their materials, prints
and colours.

KAVE HOME TEAM

Tyara vases, Touch of Blossom diffuser sticks and scented candle
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MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

The idea behind our Mediterranean
Feeling range is to furnish every
room in your home with natural and
sustainable materials and fibres.
From the Alen collection, ideal for
the dining room, to all the printed fabrics and our new collection

of candles, with essences such as
bergamot, and without forgetting
the essential accessories for your
kitchen. Blue, beige and yellow are
three colours that will be in every
home this season.

Caetana vases and Alen TV stand
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Unique pieces to evoke the sea breeze
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What better way to enjoy
your home than with
handcrafted design made
from natural and sustainable
materials?

Lookbook
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In the mood Mediterranean Feeling

INDOOR 2021

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

The idea behind this collection is to bring us closer to the
Mediterranean through the use of materials and colours.
Materials such as solid wood, polycement, rattan, jute, cotton,
among many others. In addition, the colour palette for both
textiles and the kitchen has shades of blue, beige and yellow.
And of course, the essence of nature is key.
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Design pieces
or your home
In this living room, you can breathe and feel the
Mediterranean air, the open windows give way to
the sea breeze and the natural essence that makes
it so special.
The natural fibres in different pieces and the predominant colours such as beige and blue give way to
a natural decorative style with a marine feel. Take
note – you’re going to want it all.

INDOOR 2021

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Glenda side table and coffee table, Geralda armchair and Fadua pouf

Delcie cushion covers
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Floor-pallet cushion Abir

INDOOR 2021

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Nature is back
You can create the Mediterranean vibes
you’re craving at home. Teleport yourself
to the coast and feel the breeze from your
dining room.
Are you a fan of boho chic? So are we.
And when it comes courtesy of pieces
made from natural materials, all the better. The Abir floor cushion is made of jute
with cotton filling. An ideal accessory for
an extra seat and to add a trendy touch
to your rooms.

Brunela chair cushions
Agle vases, Tecia set of two candlesticks and Shallowin cushion cover
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Enjoy the good
weather from home
There’s nothing like enjoying small pleasures with
your loved ones. Add a table in the kitchen and see
how much easier everything is, from breakfast to
dinnertime.
The Alen table, made from solid acacia wood with
a bleached finish, adds light and a sense of spaciousness to your dining room or any other room.

INDOOR 2021

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Alen bookcase and table, Allie lamps and Tishana chairs

Odalin plates and bowls and Crisps cutlery set
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Unique design pieces
made from sustainable
wood
The Alen bookcase, made of solid acacia wood and
with large storage capacity, frees up space and
makes your room feel brighter and more spacious
thanks to its whitewashed finish.
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MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Alen bookcase

Edelma, Clidia and Shallowin cushion covers
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A lounge
with character
Mixing materials in the same room is your best
bet for this season. We’ve gone for a bold mix and
match of rattan, solid wood, water hyacinth and
even cotton and linen textiles with different prints.
Add different accents with cushions such as
Almira in cotton and linen – the perfect materials
for this designer piece which, as well as setting
trends with its casual look, will put you in zen
mode just by touching it. A must-have for your
relaxation area.

INDOOR 2021

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Alen TV stand, Zaya basket, Glenda coffee table, Aiala cushions, sofa and armchair

Almira cushion covers
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“Rattan is a 100% on-trend
natural fibre with a
Mediterranean essence”.
Create a home that tells a story about you through its
natural and authentic interiors. The Aiala collection is
made of rattan, a natural fibre, hand-braided to give
it shape. Nothing beats handcrafted materials and
techniques when it comes to comfort, and true design always thinks green. That’s why the lampshade is
made of rattan, a biodegradable material that’ll leave
zero waste for the planet.

INDOOR 2021

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Glenda coffee table and Pierina kitchen accessories

Aiala armchair and cushion , Achebe and Ziza cushion covers
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The dream Mediterranean
interior with little touches
to bring the sea breeze
into your home.

OUTDOOR 2021

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Discover
Mediterranean Feeling
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Marge decorative ladder

INDOOR 2021

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Bedroom textiles
The Aberash headboard, made from sustainable solid mindi wood, is an exclusive piece
made with artisanal techniques such as
steam-bent wood and hand-braided rope.
Ideal for adding a natural and authentic
touch to your bedroom.
Refresh your spaces with the latest trends
– Brunela ‘s 100% cotton covers and take
add colour and style to those unforgettable
moments.

Varina cusion cover
Aberash headboard, Repcy table lamp, Huara side table and Catiana striped mat
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The bedroom
you deserve
As we know, the most important place to achieve a relaxing and peaceful atmosphere is in your
bedroom.
Natesa is an exclusive headboard made from
hand-braided cowhide and a sustainable solid
teak structure. Ideal for adding a natural and authentic touch to your bedroom that says so much
about you. It is also upholstered for extra comfort.

INDOOR 2021

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Touch of Blossom scented candle, Safara footstool and Radha rug

Galit chair, Kadia lamp, Alum mirror, Kalid bedding set and Natesa headboard
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Charming corner
The Galit chair is ideal for your space, and comfortable, too, thanks to its ergonomic shape.
Enjoy this design made of solid sustainable eucalyptus wood and hand-braided rope. Because
it is solid, it has its own unique wood grain and
colouring. Plus, it’s sourced from sustainable forests and with responsible felling.
Complement it with the new Shallowy cushion
covers and blankets, available in three new
colours. Want a new look for your interiors? It’s
super easy, and comfy too. With the Shallowy
cushion cover in 100% cotton, you add extra comfort to your armchair or sofa and set an authentic and natural trend.

INDOOR 2021

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Paper cord
FSC 100%

Shallowy cushion covers and blankets

Galit chair
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The perfect kitchen
Get ready to release your inner chef skills and
rustle up some summery dishes. Discover the
whole collection and impress your guests with
some stunning new glassware, tableware and
more. From nibbles to the final coffee!

INDOOR 2021

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Taburete Nina, Colomba tray and serving basket and Thai basket set

Dariela teapot, Coralie cups and Melia trivet
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A very authentic design
Nina Collection
The profile and detailing, characterised by rounded
forms, make this an über-cool statement chair.
New colours for Nina this season: black finish and
beige paper rope, matt black finish and rope in terracotta, the colour of the moment.
With unique materials: Frame made from eucalyptus wood with four layers of lacquer for durability
and treated to protect it from UV rays.

INDOOR 2021

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Colomba tray and Severa serving board

Nina table and chairs, Covell lamp
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A very authentic design
Nina Collection
Match the Nina chairs with this table made from polycement and solid sustainable eucalyptus wood. And that’s
not all. Round tables are a great way to maximise the
available space, so they’re perfect for smaller dimensions.
One-off: made from solid wood, each eco-friendly piece
has a unique grain pattern.
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MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Rohan oil bottle, water bottle and salt shaker

Colomba serving basket and Colomba tray
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The essence of
the Mediterranean
The best way to say hello to spring is to fill your
home with fresh fragrances that evoke the natural
world. Discover the new limited edition collection of
candles and stick diffusers.
Thanks to its combination of lemon, mandarin and
violet notes, the Lemonade scented candle is the
perfect way to fill your home with freshness. Enjoy
summery vibes every day. Because your style has a
signature, and so does the fragrance of your home.

INDOOR 2021
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Lemonade stick diffuser and scented candle
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The colour
of the moment
Pre-dinner drinks are always better with
company. So bring out the best for your
favourite people. To give you a helping
hand, our Odalin bowl is made from porcelain in a two-tone white design with yellow
contrasts. The perfect piece for the host or
hostess with the most.
Fancy giving your interiors a new look? It
couldn’t be easier! And you can get comfy
while you’re at it. Our Tazu cushion cover, in
100% mustard linen, adds instant softness
and authentic style to your armchair or
sofa. This design is made from 100% natural materials that are fully biodegradable,
creating zero waste for the planet.

Odalin plates and bowls, Crisps cutery set
Tazu cushion covers
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Main products

Alen TV stand

Alen sideboard

Alen bookcase

Alen table

50 x 165 x 45 cm

80 x 185 x 45 cm

166 x 110 x 40 cm

75 x 160 x 90 cm

CC1961M3

CC1959M33

CC1962M33

CC1960M33

Ideal for smaller spaces, the Alen collection is made from solid acacia wood with a white finish to brighten
up your rooms and make them feel more spacious. Offers plenty of storage space and arrives at your home
ready assembled.

· Solid acacia wood sideboard with a
brushed finish and a white patina.
· Wood sourced from sustainable
forests with controlled felling.
· Magnet closing system and adjustable leg protectors for uneven floors.

Unique, eco-friendly wood
Each Alen piece is exclusive, with its
own grains and tones from the solid
wood, sourced from sustainable forests and controlled felling.
Enjoy it from day one
We want you to use your bookcase
from the moment it gets to your
home, so you don’t need to assemble
it yourself. We deliver it to you in one
piece.
Details make the difference
The magnet closing system, the brushed finish of the wood and the adjustable leg protectors for uneven floors
make this item one in a million.

Ideal for smaller spaces, the Alen collection is made from solid acacia wood with a white finish to brighten
up your rooms and make them feel more spacious. Offers plenty of storage space and arrives at your home
ready assembled.
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Noa 3 seater sofa with cushions

Aiala armchair

Aiala two-seater sofa

Aiala cushion

94 x 230 x 100 cm

71 x 70 x 64 cm

71 x 140 x 64 cm

70 x 70 cm / 70 x 140 cm

S719GC12

CC2143FN46

CC2142FN46

AA8761ME12 / AA8762ME12

The most important item in your home is eco-friendly. As well as an extra-comfy down effect, our Noa sofa has been
designed with the planet in mind. The filling and entire upholstery are made from 100% recycled PET plastic recovered
from the sea. Ideal for you, ideal for the environment.

Turn your home into a personal style statement by adding a natural, authentic
touch to your interiors. The Alaia collection is made from rattan, a natural fibre
woven by hand to give it shape. Because nothing beats craftsmanship when it
comes to your comfort.

· Extra comfortable sofa thanks to its
down-effect filling.

· Seat made from rattan, a natural
fibre, woven by hand.

· Upholstery made from recycled PET
plastic recovered from the sea.
· Backrest cushions and seat with
removable, machine-washable covers.

A Kave Home design
This sofa is designed by Òscar Doll
from the Kave Home team. Clean lines and large proportions, this design
will suit a variety of styles.
Instant comfort
The back and seat have removable
covers and a down-effect filling that’s
ideal for relaxing on.
Stain-resistant eco upholstery
This sofa’s fabric is made from recycled PET and is super easy to clean
and keep looking impeccable. Good
for you and the environment.

· Each piece is an exclusive one-off
thanks to the unique tones and textures of the natural materials used.
· Features an internal steel structure
to maintain the shape.

Unique design
Made from rattan, a 100% natural
fibre, each Aiala has unique tones and
textures that make it an exclusive
one-off. Yours and yours alone
Sustainable design
Good design is always green. That’s
why the backrest is made from rattan, a biodegradable material that
won’t leave behind any waste.
Extendable design
To complete your designer living
room, match this piece with the rest
of the collection, made with the same
materials and finishes.

Add comfort to your Aiala with this
matching cushion and take relaxation to a new level. Oh, and it’s
suitable for covered outdoor use!

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING
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Galit chair with natural finish and beige cord

Tishana chair

Tishana chair with arms

76 x 55 x 53 cm

79 x 45 x 58 cm

79 x 51 x 58 cm

CC2004J11

CC2977E05

C824E05

Want to enjoy the fresh air in total comfort? Our Galit chair will blend seamlessly into your space. And thanks to
the ergonomic shape, it’s luxuriously comfortable, too! You’ll love the design, made from solid sustainable eucalyptus wood with hand-woven rope.

Let nature into your home with a uniquely designed piece of artisan furniture. Made from hand-braided rattan, our
Tishana chairs will add a touch of rustic chic and transport you to a world of relaxation without leaving home.

· Chair with a solid eucalyptus frame
with natural finish and hand-woven
beige rope for the seat and backrest.

As authentic and eco-friendly as you
Galit is exclusive. Made from solid
wood, each piece has its own unique
tones and grain. What’s more, it’s
sourced from sustainable forests with
controlled felling.

· Chairs with a steel structure with
matt white powder finish.

Hello sunshine
Enjoy your terrace with Galit. The
wood has been treated to protect it
from UV rays, just like the rope used
in the seat.

· Felt protectors on the feet to

· The solid wood used in this piece is
sourced from sustainably-managed
forests, where felling is controlled to
protect the environment.

· This piece has been finished with
four layers of lacquer for durability
and UV protection.
· Seat made from hand-woven and
UV-resistant beige rope.

Who doesn’t like to be pampered?
To keep Galit looking as good as new,
use our Sterina products. They’re
ideal for wood and textiles used
outdoors.

· Seat made from strips of natural
rattan tied together.

protect your floor. They allow you to
move your table around without fear
of scratches, particularly if you have
wooden parquet.

· It’s ideal for giving a natural or
exotic touch to any interior and the
tones will enhance the sense of light
and space.

Natural
Our Tishana chair is made from
rattan, a natural and biodegradable
material that will leave zero waste for
the planet.
Hand-crafted
Good materials should be in good
hands. That’s why every Tishana chair
is crafted by traditional processes,
with rattan woven by hand.
Exclusive
Your Tishana chair is yours and yours
alone. Made by hand from natural
materials, each piece is an exclusive
one-off with unique tones and patterns.
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Allie ceiling light

Kadia table lamp

32 x 18,5 x 18,5 cm

52 x 35 x 21 cm

AA0734M46

AA6523R34

If you want to light up your living room, the Allie ceiling light will do that and more. Its minimalist design will set the
mood you’re going for and the on-trend wood makes this piece a stylish must-have.

Your reading nook, bedside table or office… All of these spots need a great table lamp. Thanks to the metal design of
this piece, you’ll add style as well as light wherever you place it.

· Wood light made from solid natural
mango wood in a cone shape.

· Painted metal lamp with matt
finish.

· Design with visible structures, as
part of the bulb remains visible.
· Compatible with E27 bulbs with a
maximum power of 40W.

Give this piece the green light
To give this design light, add one of
our LED E27 4W Bulbs. Your wallet
will thank you for it, as it lasts longer
and uses less energy.
Eco-friendly
Respect for the environment is key to
this piece as the wood is sourced from
sustainable forests with controlled
felling.
A cosy home
The finishes of this designer piece are
ideal for giving your living room or
dining room a uniquely personal style.

· Design with visible structures and
covered bulb.
· Compatible with E27 bulbs with a
maximum power of 25W.

Autumn vibes
The finishes of this designer piece are
ideal for adding some personal style
to your living or dining room. Brown,
mustard yellow or maroon, turn your
home into an autumnal dream.
A collection for every room
Complete the look to add light and
design throughout your home. Essential furniture for your living room and
hallway.
Give it the green light
To light up this design, add one of our
LED E27 25W Bulbs. Your wallet will
thank you for it, as it lasts longer and
uses less energy.
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Adelma floor and pallet cushion

Adelma floor and pallet cushion

Abir floor and pallet cushion

Edelma cushion cover

Clidia cushion cover

Ailen cushion cover

60 x 120 cm

60 x 120 cm

60 x 60 cm

45 x 45 cm

45 x 45 cm

45 x 45 cm

AA8625FN05

AA8625FN01

AA8624FN46

AA8273J39

S737J19

AA8284J12

With its boho-chic look, the Adelma floor cushion is made from jute with a
stylish cotton mesh cover. Say yes to natural materials and create a trendy,
modern ambience in your living room as well as adding an extra seat.

In love with boho chic? So are we. Add
all-natural materials to the mix and
the result couldn’t be better. The Abir
floor cushion is made from jute with
cotton filling.

Fancy giving your interiors a new look? It couldn’t be easier! And you can get
comfy while you’re at it. These cushion covers in 100% cotton and jute will add
instant softness and fresh, authentic style to your armchair or sofa.

Cotton and linen are the perfect
materials for this designer item. As
well as setting trends with its informal
look, the soft texture will help you find
instant zen.

· Jute floor cushion 60 x 120 cm with
cotton filling

· Jute floor cushion with cotton filling,
60 x 60 cm.

· Cotton cushion cover with jute mesh
45 x 45 cm.

· 100% natural materials

· Made from 100% natural and biode-

· The Fluff filling by Kave Home is

gradable materials

compatible with this cover.

· This cushion has a handle for easy

Kinder to the planet
This design is made from 100% natural materials that are fully biodegradable, creating zero waste for the
planet.

· Made from 100% natural and biode-

Exclusive cushion
Each Adelma cushion is an exclusive
one-off thanks to the unique tones
and textures of the natural materials
used. Your Adelma is yours alone.

gradable materials

· This cushion has a handle for easy
carrying

Sustainable design
Adelma is kinder to the planet because jute and cotton are biodegradable
fibres, leaving behind no waste.
Made to measure
Every home deserves an Adelma, so
we’ve made it in different sizes to
adapt to your living spaces.

carrying
Exclusive cushion
Each Abir cushion is an exclusive
one-off thanks to the unique tones
and textures of the natural materials
used. Your Abir is yours alone.
Sustainable design
Abir is kinder to the planet because
jute and cotton are biodegradable
fibres, leaving behind no waste.
Made to measure
Every home deserves an Abir, so we’ve
made it in different sizes to adapt to
your living spaces.

How do I look after it?
Jute likes to be pampered. That’s why
hand-washing in cold water is best,
with a detergent made for delicate
fabrics.
Mix and match
For even more style and comfort, you
can combine this piece with the rest
of the collection.

· Machine washable for quick and
easy cleaning.
· The Fluff filling by Kave Home is
compatible with this cover.
Kinder to the planet
This design is made from 100% natural materials that are fully biodegradable, creating zero waste for the
planet.
Washable
This item is machine washable, making it easy to keep clean and ready
to use.
Mix and match
For even more style and comfort, you
can combine this piece with the rest
of the collection.

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING
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Ziza cushion cover with thick stripes

Ziza cushion cover with fine stripes

Shallowy cushion cover in orange

Shallowy cushion cover in white

Shallowy blanket in orange

60 x 60 cm

45 x 45 cm

45 x 45 cm

30 x 50 cm

48 x 45 x 467 cm

AA8347J39

AA8355J39

AA8265J13

AA8264J12

AA8260J13

Fancy giving your interiors a new look? It couldn’t be easier… or comfier. Our collection of Ziza
cushion covers, in 100% cotton with navy stripes, adds instant softness and authentic style to
your armchair or sofa.

Sofa + film + Shallowy When it’s time to unwind, a soft and natural collection is a must-have. Made from
100% cotton, this one is beautifully soft to the touch. As authentic and natural as you.

· Made from 100% cotton.

· 100% cotton with fringe and checks.

· Machine washable for quick and
easy cleaning.
· The Fluff filling by Kave Home is
compatible with this cover.

Kinder to the planet
This design is made from 100% natural materials that are fully biodegradable, creating zero waste for the
planet.
Washable
This item is machine washable, making it easy to keep clean and ready
to use.
Mix and match
For even more style and comfort, you
can combine this piece with the rest
of the collection.

· Machine washable for quick and
easy cleaning.
· Item available in a choice of sizes
and colours.
· You can combine this piece with the
matching Shallowy cushion cover

Kinder to the planet
This design is made from 100% natural materials that are fully biodegradable, creating zero waste for the
planet
Washable
This item is machine washable, making it easy to keep clean and ready
to use.
Mix and match
For even more style and comfort, you
can combine this piece with the rest
of the collection.
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Odalin bowl

Odalin coffee cup and saucer

Odalin dessert plate

Blue Bay stick diffuser and scented candle

Lemonade stick diffuser and scented candle

9,5 x 26,5 x 24 cm

6,6 x 13 x 13 cm

2 x 23,5 x 22

22 x 7,4 x 7,4 cm / 10 x 8,5 x 8,5 cm

22 x 7,4 x 7,4 cm / 10 x 8,5 x 8,5 cm

AA8398K05 / AA8407K05

AA8395K05 / AA8404K05

AA8397K05 / AA8406K05

AA8361C25 / AA8032C25

AA8036C31 / AA8035C31

Add Odalin to your breakfast table and you’ll be ready to take on the world. With a two-tone
design , it’ll get every day off to a stylish start.

Your home is an expression of your style, and we’ve got
the secret to personalising every inch of it. Blue Bay and
its combination of lilac and violet floral tones with a
touch of vanilla will bring your signature essence to every
room. It’s all about you.

Wish it could be summer all year round? Thanks to its
combination of lemon, mandarin and violet notes, the
Lemonade scented candle is the perfect way to fill your
home with freshness. Enjoy summery vibes every day.

· Piece made from porcelain with a
two-tone design with contrasts.

· Glass container that be reused or recycled.

· Made from a natural mineral, each

We’re all foodies here
We know you love to stay ahead of
the trends, just like us. Embrace your
inner influencer and show off your
cutting-edge creations with Odalin.

· This fragrance is available as a scented candle or diffuser
sticks.

piece has unique tones and textures.

· Every Odalin piece is suitable for the
dishwasher, microwave and oven. You
can also use it outside.

As unique as you are
Porcelain is a natural material that
makes every piece unique, with oneoff tones and textures.
From aperitif to dessert
From intimate coffee chats to a
full-on party, the Odalin collection is
ready for anything. Complete the set
to fill your dinners with style, from
aperitif to dessert.

· At Kave Home we offer a range of different fragrances.
Your time is your own
The container is made from glass to keep the surface
below it clean. It’s also designed to be reused or recycled
once you’ve finished with it.
A secure container
The container is made from glass to keep the surface
below it clean. It’s also designed to be reused or recycled
once you’ve finished with it.
A world in every one
We connect with ourselves when we take a moment to
unwind. Every essence is different so you can choose the
right one for you.
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Main products

Maceteros Elima y Subject de terracota

2021

INDOOR 2021

AA8165K86 / AA8164K86

PRODUCTS

Los maceteros de terracota Elima y Subject protegen tus plantas en interiores y exteriores, siendo resistente
a la humedad y rayos UV. Añade un look natural a tus espacios, al ser un material mineral y con su soporte de
madera tu planta queda mejor expuesta al sol.

· Maceteros de terracota con una
base de madera extraible para mejor
exposición al sol
· Hechos con terracota, material natural poroso que absorbe el exceso de
agua, manteniendo la que la planta
necesita.
· Resistentes a la intemperie, ya que
tolera los rayos UV, a la humedad, las
diferentes condiciones climáticas y
temperaturas extremas.
· Maceteros adaptables a interiores
y exteriores, gracias a su diseño y
materiales en plena tendencia para
cualquier tipo de espacio.

Un material con historia
La terracota es el material del
momento. La arcilla que se usaba
cuando no existía el plástico, vuelve
para recordar el lado más natural y
sostenible de los materiales.
Un color de tendencia
Además de tener tonalidades y
texturas únicas derivadas del propio
material, el terracota pisa fuerte para
ser el color que marque tendencia sin
ornamentos. 100% natural
Lo mejor para tus plantas
La terracota cuida tu planta. Retiene
el agua que necesita, absorbe la que
no y la transpira. Y con su soporte extraíble la pone a la altura mejor para
tomar el sol.

Complete Collection

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

INDOOR COLLECTION

26 x 26 x 31 cm / 40 x 40 x 45 cm
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Taiana chest of
drawers
RKT007M40

Taiana chest of
drawers
RKT009M40

Taiana sideboard
RKT010M40

Taiana TV stand
RKT011M40

Aberash headboard
D203J85

Natesa headboard
D206P10

Glenda
coffee table
CC2146M47

Glenda side table
CC2147M47

Taiana TV stand
RKT012M40

Maial table
CC2125M47

Beida bench
CC2148M47

Safara bench
CC2121M46

Safara footstool
CC2122M46

Fiavina hanger
with mirror
AA7991M46

Rexit bedside table
CC2253FN46

Rexit unit
CC2248FN46

Rexit chest of
drawers
CC2252FN46

Rexit chest of
drawers
CC2251FN46

Rexit wardrobe
CC2250FN46

Rexit TV stand
CC2249FN46

Nadra armchair
CC2130M46

Nuru armchair
CC2136P10

Beida armchair
CC2138M47

Nina chair
CC2034CP46

Galit chair
CC2005CP46

Aiala 2-piece sofa
CC2142FN46

Aiala armchair
CC2143FN46

Aiala cushion
AA8762ME12

Aiala cushion
AA8761ME12

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Rexit headboard
D202FN46

INDOOR 2021

Taiana bedside table
RKT008M40
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Akila mirror
AA7982J10

Akila mirror
AA7983J10

Alum mirror
AA7988M46

Alum mirror
AA7989M46

Ena mirror
AA7994M46

Melisa wall panel
AA8596M46

Melisa wall panel
AA7997M46

Mely wall panel
AA7998M46

Melya wall panel
AA7999M46

Atal tapestry
AA8328J25

Atal tapestry
AA8329J25

Amorelal tapestry
AA8330J06

Basilisa picture
AA6195

Adelta picture
AA8238

Adys picture
AA8239

Alvida picture
AA8240

Alum mirror
AA7990M46

Brunella set
of 2 pictures
AA8244

Beija set
of 2 pictures
AA8246

Kuma picture
AA8120

Lavinia picture
AA8129

Melya wall panel
AA8597M46

Kuma picture
AA8131

Kuma picture
AA8121

Maeva set
of 2 pictures
AA8649

Makena picture
AA8115

Izem picture
AA8144

Izem picture
AA8125

Leyla picture
AA8132

Leyla picture
AA8124

INDOOR 2021

Malla lamp
AA7993FN46

Lavinia picture
AA8130

Leyla picture
AA8119

MEDITERRANEAN FEELING

Lucelia lamp
AA7978M47
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Lucie picture
AA8137

Lyn picture
AA8136

Kamara picture
AA8135

Cecira planter
AA8174FN46

Colomba planter
AA8173FN46

Zaya basket with
handles
AA8169FN46

Yariela mat
AA8167FN46

Caetana vase
AA8177K03

Caetana vase
AA8178K03

Agle vase
AA8171K03

Gisel rug
AA8251J12

Sibila basket
AA7779J31

Abeni basket
AA7777J05

Aleria cushion cover
AA8655AP12

Aleria cushion cover
AA8655AP25

Aleria cushion cover
AA8655AP33

Aleria cushion cover
AA8656AP01

Aleria cushion covera
AA8656AP12

Aleria cushion cover
AA8656AP25

Aleria cushion cover
AA8656AP33

Agle vase
AA8172K03

Ziza cushion cover
AA8346J39

Ziza cushion cover
AA8347J39

Ziza cushion covera
AA8355J39

Fadua pouffe
AA8275FN46

Varina cushion cover
AA8356J19

Varina cushion cover
AA8356J26

Varina cushion cover
AA8356J05

INDOOR 2021

Aleria cushion cover
AA8655AP01

Yariela mat
AA8166FN46

Varina cushion cover
AA8356J12
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Lucie picture
AA8146
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Shallowy cushion
cover
AA8265J13

Shallowin cushion
cover
AA8267J39

Shallowy cushion
cover
AA8278J19

Shallowy cushion
cover
AA8264J12

Shallowy blanket
AA8266J12

Shallowy blankety
AA8260J13

Shallowy blanket
AA8248J19

Etel cushion cover
AA8335J31

Delcie cushion cover
AA8237J10

Delcie cushion cover
AA8269J10

Edelma cushion cover
AA8270J12

Edelma cushion cover
AA8273J39

Amorela cushion
cover
AA8325J35

Clidia cushion cover
AA8337FN46

Devi cushion cover
AA8301J10

Devi cushion cover
AA8302J12

Devi cushion cover
AA8311J25

Tamanne cushion
cover
AA8345J29

Tazu cushion cover
AA8358J14

Tazu cushion cover
AA8358J20

Tazu cushion cover
AA8358J30

Tazu cushion cover
AA8359J14

Tazu cushion cover
AA8359J30

Etel cushion cover
AA8331J31

Etel cushion cover
AA8333J31

Amorela cushion
cover
AA8323J11

Amorela cushion
covera
AA8323J20

Amorela cushion
covera
AA8324J20

Shallowin cushion
cover
AA8268J39

INDOOR 2021

Tamanne cushion
cover
AA8345J12
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Shallowy cushion
cover
AA8265J12

Tamanne cushion
cover
AA8345J05

Tazu cushion cover
AA8359J20

Clidia cushion cover
AA8298FN46
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Hinde cushion cover
AA8263J39

Carola blanket
AA8292J12

Almira cushion cover
AA8286J10

Almira cushion cover
AA8286J12

Almira cushion cover
AA8286J19

Almira cushion cover
AA8286J25

Brunela
chair cushion
AA8294J10

Brunela
chair cushiona
AA8294J12

Brunela
chair cushion
AA8294J19

Brunela
chair cushionla
AA8294J25

Sweeney cushion
cover
AA8341J12

Sweeney cushion
cover
AA8341J14

Sweeney blanke
AA8342J12

Sweeney blanke
AA8342J14

Daneli apron
AA7852J19

Daneli apron
AA7852J20

Daneli apron
AA7852J24

Daneli apron
AA7852J27

Almira cushion cove
AA8286J81

Daneli 2 napkin set
AA7851J19

Daneli 2 napkin set
AA7851J20

Daneli 2 napkin set
AA7851J24

Daneli 2 napkin set
AA7851J27

Brunela
chair cushion
AA8294J81

Daneli 2
placemat sets
AA7850J19

Daneli 2
placemat sets
AA7850J20

Daneli 2
placemat sets
AA7850J24

Daneli 2
placemat set
AA7850J27
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Ailen cushion cover
AA8285J12
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Ailen cushion cover
AA8284J12
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Coralie jug
AA8592C07

JDuyen vase
AA8514C07

Coralie cup
AA8513C30

Dolis teapot
AA8517C07

Inelia glass
AA8515C03

Inelia glass
AA8516C03

Kimey cup
AA8518C03

Coralie cup
AA8513C28

Morely mug
AA8487C19

Murielle glass
AA8497C28

Murielle glass
AA8497C25

Arya glass
AA6537C13

Diara jug
AA8461C25

Diara glass
AA8507C25

Dorana glass
AA8463C25

Dorana glass
AA8463C28

Dusnela bowl
AA8512C24

Dusnela bowl
AA8512C28

Dusnela bowl
AA8512C80

Hanie glass
AA8537C06

Hanie glass
AA8537C24

Dusnela glass
AA8537C26

Gretel jar
AA8538C07

Gretel jar
AA8539C07

Gretel jar
AA8540C07

Dinna glass
AA8551C07

Emelia jug
AA8553C07

Emelia jug
AA8554C07

Kimey cup
AA8519C03
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Dusnela teapot
AA8593C35
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Dariela teapot
AA8594C07

Breshna jug
AA6150C10

Dinna glass
AA8548C07

Dusnela glass
AA8537C28
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Tilia cup
AA7123K20

Tilia cup
AA7123K19

Tilia coffee cup
AA8573K12

Midori cup and saucer
AA8152K26

Midori cup and saucer
AA8152K31

Midori plate
AA8149K26

Tilia coffee cup
AA8573K87

Tilia coffee cup
AA8573K20

Tilia coffee cup
AA8573K19

Tilia cup
AA7127K12

Tilia cup
AA7127K87

Midori plate
AA8148K31

Midori salt and
pepper set
AA8151K26

Midori salt and
pepper set
AA8151K31

Tilia cup
AA7127K20

Tilia cup
AA7127K19

Tilia plate
AA7126K12

Tilia plate
AA7126K87

Tilia plate
AA7126K20

Tilia plate
AA7126K19

Tilia plate
AA7125K12

Tilia plate
AA7125K87

Tilia plate
AA7125K20

Tilia plate
AA7125K19
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Tilia cup
AA7123K87

Midori plate
AA8149K31

Midori plate
AA8148K26
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Tilia cup
AA7123K12
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Pierina coffee cup
and saucer
AA8431K05

Pierina milk jug
AA8428K05

Pierina sugar bowl
AA8429K05

Odalin coffee cup
and sauce
AA8404K05

Odalin cup and saucer
AA8403K05

Odalin coffee cup
and saucen
AA8395K05

Odalin cup and saucer
AA8394K05

Pahi plate
AA8417K05

Pahi platei
AA8416K05

Pahi bow
AA8422K05

Pahi bow
AA8420K05

Nalea plate
AA8412K05

Odalin plate
AA8406K05

Odalin plate
AA8405K05

Odalin plate
AA8397K05

Odalin plate
AA8396K05

Odalin bowl
AA8408K05

Odalin bowl
AA8407K05

Odalin bowl
AA8399K05

Odalin bowl
AA8398K05
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Pierina coffee cup
and saucer
AA8432K05

Pierina set of 3 bowls
AA8577K05
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Pierina cup
AA8430K05
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Iarena vase
AA8528C19

Brandina hourglass
AA8533C35

Brandina hourglass
AA8534C35

Breshna hourglass
AA8531C20

Breshna hourglass
AA8532C20

Blue Bay
diffuser sticks
AA8361C25

Blue Bay
scented candle
AA8032C25

The Essence
diffuser refill
AA8362C07

Touch of Blossom
diffuser sticks
AA8027C10

Touch of Blossom
scented candle
AA8026C10

Aqua Essence
diffuser sticks
AA8031C05

Aqua Essence
scented candle
AA8030C05

INDOOR 2021

Kei vase
AA8527C03
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Iarena vase
AA8526C19

Our commitment
to the planet and society
Sustainability is more than just sustainable products

Lemonade
diffuser sticks
AA8036C31

Lemonade
scented candle
AA8035C31

Peaches & Cream
scented candle
AA8028C20

Fruit Tree
scented candle
AA8034C87

Floral Sense
scented candle
AA8360C26

Kave Cares covers a whole range of aspects, from raw materials to
production processes, suppliers, our company and its facilities, the design
process, social responsibility and much more.
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CONTACT

DESIGNER TEAM

GET IN TOUCH
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MANAGING DIRECTOR
Fancesc Julià

KAVE HOME TEAM

COMERCIAL & EXPANSION DEPARTMENT

Federico Bergamino

customer@kavehome.com

Jordi Díaz
Òscar Doll

RETAIL DEPARTMENT

Júlia Comprubí

retail@kavehome.com

Mel Campi
Xavier Corcoy

PRESS & BRANDING DEPARTMENT

Núria Beltrán

press@kavehome.com

Bruna Vila
Núria Motjé

COLLABORATORS
Jordi Dedeu
Carles Margarit
Carlos Guijarro

Download the collection’s material

Mitos Bermejo
Press Kit
Tapio Anttila

designers@kavehome.com
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francesc@kavehome.com
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